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Neutral Buoyancy Test Evaluation of Hardware and Extravehicular Activity
Procedures for On-Orbit Assembly of a 14 Meter Precision Reflector

Walter L. Heard Jr. and Mark S. Lake

Summary

A procedure that enables astronauts in extravehicular activity (EVA) to perform efficient
on-orbit assembly of large paraboloidal precision reflectors is presented. The procedure and
associated hardware are verified in simulated 0g (neutral buoyancy) assembly tests of a 14 m
diameter precision reflector mockup. The test article represents a precision reflector having a
reflective surface which is segmented into 37 individual panels. The panels are supported on a
doubly curved tetrahedral truss consisting of 315 struts. The entire truss and seven reflector
panels were assembled in three hours and seven minutes by two pressure-suited test subjects.
The average time to attach a panel was two minutes and three seconds. These efficient assembly
times were achieved because all hardware and assembly procedures were designed to be

compatible with EVA assembly capabilities.

Introduction

NASA is developing the technology to build precision reflector spacecraft for future Earth-
observation missions. Such spacecraft may be vital to NASA's Mission to Planet Earth program.

Figure 1 is a sketch of an offset-feed scanning microwave radiometer (ref. 1), a large aperture
Earth-observation instrument with a segmented reflector made up of closely-spaced hexagonal

precision panels that are supported on a precision truss structure. If the maximum dimension of
each reflector panel does not exceed about four meters, this proposed configuration could be
packaged for transportation to orbit in the National Space Transportation System (Space Shuttle)
or in another launch vehicle of similar diameter. However, a method for on-orbit assembly is

required.

Methods to deploy precision reflectors on orbit are being studied (refs. 2-4). However, the
technology for designing complex deployment mechanisms that maintain a precision reflective
surface after deployment is still in the conceptual, high-risk stage. Likewise, the technology for
assembly by robotics (ref. 5), another method that is being studied, is not sufficiently advanced
to offer a practical and reliable solution in the near future. However, an assembly method for
which the technology is sufficiently advanced is on-orbit assembly by astronauts in
extravehicular activity (EVA). Simulated Og ground tests have shown that EVA, used in
combination with relatively simple automated crew aids, provides a reliable and rapid method for
the construction of truss structures. Furthermore, the maturity of EVA assembly technology

eliminates the expense, risk, and delay associated with new technology development.

Results from simulated EVA structural assembly test programs (refs. 6-8) show that

thoroughly trained astronauts who are adept at EVA structural assembly can rapidly and easily
construct straight beam-like truss structures using EVA compatible hardware and simple
automated crew aids that maintain the astronauts in foot restraints, position the astronauts at the
work sites, and assure that the building material is readily accessible. The efficiency of this
method of construction was demonstrated on orbit with the ACCESS space construction

experiment (ref. 9). However, each of the trusses studied in references 6-9 consisted of struts of
no more than two different lengths and nodes of no more than two different geometries.
Therefore, all identical struts and nodes were incorporated randomly during the assembly



process. In contrast,a doubly-curvedprecisionreflector suchasshownin figure 1 involves
packagingof largenumbersof uniquestruts,nodes,andpanels,eachof whichmustbepresented
to theastronautsin thepropersequenceduringconstructionfor installationin a uniquelocation
(ref. 10). The purposeof the presentresearchis to apply the basicmethodsprovenfor EVA
assemblyof beam-likestructuresto thedevelopmentof aprocedurethat enablesefficient EVA
assemblyof precision reflectorsand to verify the procedurethrough simulated0g assembly
testing.

The authorsareindebtedto Col. Jerry L. Ross,NASA astronautwho took time from his
busyschedulepreparingfor an upcomingShuttleflight to supportthe presenttestsboth asa
pressure-suitedtest subjectandexperiencedEVA consultant.The authorsarealsoindebtedto
the Test Director, Mr. Paul Dumbacher,and the rest of the staff of the Neutral Buoyancy
Simulatorat theMarshallSpaceFlight Centerin Huntsville,AL whosediligent effortsenabled
thesuccessof the testprogramreportedherein. Theauthorswish to thankhardwaredesigners
Mr. J. Kermit Jensen,Mr. JamesE. Phelps,Mr. RichardE. Wallsom,and Utility Diver, Mr.
EddieD. Ford, all of theLockheedEngineeringandSciencesCompany,Hampton,VA for their
outstanding support of this program. Finally, the authorswish to thank Mr. Bertrand E.
Fullterton, Mr. Henry N. Zumbrun,Mr. MichaelE. Tall, andthe manyother personnelin the
FabricationDivision at theLangley ResearchCenterwho, throughtheir superbefforts, insured
thatthehardwarewasfabricatedanddeliveredonschedule.

EVA Assembly Procedure Guidelines and Rationale

The assembly procedure is based on experience gained from many neutral buoyancy
structural assembly tests performed over the last decade in which one or both authors of the
present report performed as pressure-suited test subjects. The assembly procedure also draws on
the lessons learned from the ACCESS structural assembly flight experiment performed on the
Shuttle in 1985 for which one of the authors was the Principal Investigator. These tests have
shown that even very large truss structures can be assembled predictably and efficiently by EVA
astronauts if a well-planned and well-practiced assembly procedure is combined with properly
designed structural hardware. The following guidelines, derived from previous EVA truss

assembly tests, were used during the development of the precision reflector assembly procedure
and hardware to insure the efficient use of EVA astronauts.

Use two EVA astronauts. It is standard NASA policy to use two astronauts to perform
EVA tasks. It was felt that any reduction in assembly time that might be realized from the use of
more than two would not warrant the additional complexity required of the assembly fixture, the
assembly procedure, and the extra life support systems.

Work from foot restraints for all significant tasks. Space construction by EVA methods is
efficient when the astronauts are used solely to assemble structure. Other major energy-
expending tasks, such as manually moving and retrieving building material and manual
translations between work sites, can be time consuming as well as fatiguing. Thus, such tasks
should be accomplished using mobile foot restraints and other automated crew aids when they
are required on a routine basis.

Us¢ an assembly fixture. To reduce the range of motion and simplify the design of the
mobile foot restraint system, the reflector should be held by an assembly fixture which provides
some relative movement between the reflector and the astronauts. An assembly fixture of this
type is particularly important in the construction of large structures for which large ranges of
motion are required.
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Handle panels only from the back (non reflective) side. To reduce the chance of damage to
the reflector surface, the astronauts should avoid working on the reflective (concave) side of the
panels. Thus, the assembly procedure devised confines the astronauts to work behind the
concave side of the truss at all times.

Integrate the installation of the panels with the truss assembly. The panels should be
installed on the support truss during its assembly rather than after the truss is fully assembled.
This procedure permits the astronauts to work in foot restraints along the outer edges of the truss
where there is ample room to maneuver while attaching panels, rather than free-floating inside
the crowded interior of a fully assembled truss

Attach panels to stable structure. The panels should always be attached to nodes which are
kinematically stable. (For example, no panel attachments should be made to a node at the free
end of a cantilevered strut).

Use one astronaut to assemble the truss and one to manage the material. In previous
simulated EVA assembly tests (refs. 6 and 8), and in the ACCESS flight experiment (ref. 9),
beam-like trusses were efficiently assembled by two people, each with access to separate strut
canisters. However, to assemble curved areal-type trusses with attached reflective panels, a new
approach is devised that uses only one astronaut to attach the struts and nodes, and one to
manage the building material. This strategy reduces the number of assembly tasks required of

each astronaut. An additional advantage is that only one of the EVA astronauts requires access
to a strut/node canister, thus reducing clutter by eliminating the need for a second canister in the
confined work envelope.

Use automated means to maneuver component stowage canisters. To reduce the astronauts'
workload, the Remote Manipulator System (RMS) is used to change out the strut/node canisters
and to coarsely position the panel canisters. However, it is important to maneuver the RMS in
parallel with the astronauts' assembly tasks where possible because RMS motions are
characteristically slow and could retard assembly time by creating long idle periods for the EVA
crew.

Test Apparatus

Test Article

The test article represents the radiometer primary reflector shown in figure 1. This reflector
is an offset paraboloid with an 11.8 m diameter aperture. Its reflective surface is partitioned into
37 hexagonal panels, each of which is attached at three of its corners to truss nodes. A sketch of
the test article attached to the assembly fixture and installed in the Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC) Neutral Buoyancy Simulator (NBS) water tank is shown in figure 2. The test article
consists of the doubly curved tetrahedral truss and seven mockup reflector panels. Because of
the double curvature, there are 107 different lengths of truss struts, each of the truss nodes is

unique, and each of the reflector panels is a unique, irregularly-shaped hexagon.

The node spacing of the test article is on the order of two meters, about the minimum
spacing that could be used without overly confining the work space of the EVA crew. This
spacing was chosen because the nominal 2.3 m diameter panels it accommodates are much easier
to fabricate than four-meter panels (the maximum size panels that would fit in the Space Shuttle)
and may be easier to package as well as manipulate by EVA astronauts on orbit. However, as

precision panel fabrication technology progresses, it may become desirable to consider larger
panels because a support truss consisting of longer struts is stiffer and has a lower part count.



Truss. Photographs of the test article truss hardware are shown in figure 3. The centers of
the nodes lying in the concave side of the truss are 12 cm behind the reflective surface. The truss
consists of 315 straight, tubular, aluminum struts interconnected at 84 nodes. To produce the
curvature, the node spacing ranges from a minimum of 2.03 m to a maximum of 2.21 m. The
maximum diameter of the truss is 14 m. The test article is about the largest practical size that can
be accommodated for full assembly testing in the 12.2 m deep NBS water tank.

Struts. A photograph of a typical strut is shown in figure 3(b). Each end of a strut has an
aluminum jointzhalf by which it can be attached to a matching joint-half located at a port on a
node. A spring-loaded capture feature is designed into the joint hardware which facilitates a

quick temporary attachment by an EVA astronaut. The astronaut must then rotate a locking
collar on the strut joint-half 45 ° to complete the structural attachment. Additional details of the
joint operation and the strut fabrication are presented in refs. 10 and 11.

The differences in strut lengths were minimized during design of the truss for the following
reasons:

(1) Strut stowage canisters are simpler to design when there are no wide variations in the

strut lengths.

(2) When all struts in the concave side of the truss have approximately the same length,
the reflector panels will have approximately the same size and shape. Reflector panel stowage
canisters are simpler to design when all panels are approximately the same size and shape.

(3) During fabrication, struts were set to length using a laser interferometer fixture which
accommodates only a limited range of strut lengths.

The procedure and fixture for setting the struts to length are described in ref. 11 (note that a
more liberal length tolerance was allowed in the neutral buoyancy test article than that presented
for the high-precision structural test article in ref. 11). The maximum differences in strut lengths
are: 3.9 cm in the concave side of the truss, 4.7 cm in the convex side, and 16 cm in the entire
truss. All core struts (those struts connecting the nodes in the concave side to the nodes in the
convex side were of equal length, 1.94 m, and were the longest struts in the truss. The shortest
strut occurs in the concave side and is 1.78 m long. Each strut is 3.18 cm in diameter and is

equipped with an internal buoyancy compensator at each end. The buoyancy compensators (ref.
10) allow the struts to be neutrally buoyed and trimmed to maintain any depth and any given
orientation underwater to best simulate weightless behavior.

Nodes. Figure 3(c) shows a typical "interior" node on the convex side of the truss, and
figure 3(d) shows a typical "interior" node on the concave side. Nodes on the concave side of the
truss are provided with panel attachment hardware for supporting the panels. The panel
attachment hardware is described in detail in ref. 10 where it is referred to as the "Design 1"

concept. The interior nodes on the concave side must accommodate the comers of three panels,
thus all the panel attachment hardware required to make the connections (three latches, three
locking handles, etc.) is incorporated into an interior node. Nodes located along the edges on the
concave side of the truss need to accommodate the corners of only one or two panels. The panel
attachment hardware incorporated into these "boundary" nodes is reduced accordingly.

Normally all nodes on the concave side would incorporate panel attachment hardware. However,
since only seven panels are used in the present tests (fig. 2), the panel attachment hardware is
incorporated on only 12 nodes. The nodes could not be made neutrally buoyant without adding
external floatation which would alter their external appearance and impede handling, therefore,

no attempt was made to neutrally buoy the nodes.
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Panels. Figures 4(a) and (c) show different views of the panels attached to a segment of
the truss, and figure 4(b) shows the locations of the EVA handles provided on the back (non

reflective) side of a typical panel. The handles are provided to facilitate handling and
maneuvering by the EVA crew. Seven unique mockup panels were fabricated. To reduce the

fabrication costs, each mockup panel was made from six flat, aluminum, triangular sheets
attached to an aluminum frame. To approximate the curvature of the reflector surface, the six
comer points and the center point of each mockup panel were designed to lie in the paraboloidal
reflector surface. Hardware used to attach the mockup panels to the truss nodes is provided at
three of the panel corners (every other corner). The gaps between the edges of adjacent panels
are approximately 0.3 cm. The panel edges are beveled to provide adequate clearance for
installation purposes. More details of the mockup panel construction and the panel attachment

hardware may be found in ref. 10, in which a similar panel fabrication method and similar panel
attachment hardware are described.

Hardware connectivity identification. Each strut, node, and panel is labeled to identify the
specific location it must occupy in the reflector. The labels on the struts and nodes can be seen in

figure 3. The labels are used by the test subjects during assembly. The labeling system adopted
involves a three-digit number that identifies the node and a single digit number that identifies one
of the nine ports to which struts can be attached to the node. The nodes in the concave side and
those in the convex side lie in concentric rings. The first digit of the node number indicates the

ring number (with ring 1 nearest the center of the truss) and the last two digits of the node
number discriminate between nodes in a given ring. Thus, node 101 refers to node 1 in ring 1.
The ends of the struts are labeled with the three-digit node number followed by a space and the
single digit port number. Thus, the strut end labeled 101 2 in figure 3 (b) should be attached to
node 101 at port 2. White numbers on a black background indicate components which lie in the
concave side of the truss, and black numbers on a white background indicate components which
lie in the convex side of the truss.

Assembly Fixture and Mobile Foot Restraints

Figure 5(a) is a photograph of the assembly fixture and mobile foot restraints used in the

present tests. Figure 5(b) is a schematic showing the various components. The assembly fixture
consists of a vertical tower, turnstile box, and turnstile which supports and positions the test
article during assembly, thereby reducing the complexity of the mobile foot restraints. Two test

subjects working from the foot restraints on the trolley assemble the test article by adding rings
of struts, nodes, and panels. The foot restraints and strut/node canister move as a unit with the
trolley. As the diameter of the truss increases with each ring of new structure, the turnstile box is
moved upwards on the tower. The transverse track and trolley are moved as needed to position
the test subjects and the strut/node canister at the appropriate work sites. The tower is 10.4 m
tall; the transverse track is 15 m long.

The truss struts are stowed in their order of assembly in five canisters. There are 63 struts
per canister. The nodes are stowed in their order of assembly on five turntables. There is one
turntable attached to each of the strut canisters. Only one strut/node canister is used at a time in

the work area. When the material is depleted, the strut/node canister is replaced with a full
canister by scuba divers simulating the function of the RMS.

Remote control station. The turnstile, foot restraints, trolley and transverse track are
hydraulically powered and controlled by a remote operator (engineer) stationed at a console
located outside the water tank, as shown in figure 6. All motions are directed by the test subjects
through voice communications with the console engineer who can view the assembly operations
through a porthole in the tank wall.
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On-orbit scenario. The assembly fixture is sized for lg operation and large factors of
safety were used for the design. Hydraulics are used for convenience. An assembly fixture
designed for use with the Shuttle as the construction base could be functionally similar, but of
much lighter weight design. It could be supported on one or two of any of the standard pallets
used in the Shuttle. Although the tower and transverse track can be preassembled for launch,

they may have to be hinged and folded, depending on the diameter of the reflector to be
assembled. The tower could be automatically raised to an upright position after orbit is achieved.
All motions of the foot restraints, and turnstile could be electronically controlled by a
preprogrammed computer so that the need for a remote operator could be eliminated. For on-
orbit application, the transverse track would be stationary and the necessary fore and aft motion
provided through an additional degree of freedom designed into the trolley.

Assembly Procedure

Because the assembly of an areal structure having double curvature is more complex than
the assembly of beam-like structures, the present procedure uses an approach that reduces the
diversity of tasks for which each astronaut is responsible. Thus, one astronaut is restricted to
unstowing and managing the truss hardware while the other is restricted to making the structural
connections. This approach enhances the astronauts' ability to assemble the reflector without
written instructions or verbal prompting. To streamline truss assembly activities, the assembly
procedure maintains each astronaut in a predetermined orientation at both the front and back
sides of the truss. However, the astronauts are reoriented for panel attachment activities.

The assembly procedure consists of 261 steps. A detailed computer-aided drawing of each
step of the procedure (summarized in figure 7) was developed to estimate assembly time. During
assembly of truss components (figs. 7(a), (b), (d), (g), and (h)), the astronaut in the upright
orientation removes the struts and nodes from the strut/node canister and passes them to the
astronaut in the reclined (horizontal) orientation who makes the structural connections. Figures
7(c), (e), and (f) show the astronauts reoriented for attachment of panels. Each panel is kept in a
protective canister that is maneuvered by the RMS into a position within reach of the astronauts
(fig. 7(0). The astronauts then remove the panel from the canister and make the final attachment
to the truss. The panels are always handled from the back side to reduce the risk of damage to
the reflective surface. For the present tests, the panel canister was sized to hold only one panel.
On orbit, a dispenser type canister capable of stowing multiple panels would probably be used on
reduce the number of RMS maneuvers required for panel attachment operations.

Test Results

Test Article Assembly Times

Photographs of the fully assembled test article are shown in figures 8(a) and 8(b). The top
part of the test article protrudes through the surface of the water and, thus, is not visible in the
photographs. Figure 9 shows the time history for three assemblies (denoted Build 1, Build 2, and
Build 3) of the test article. The elapsed time at the completion of each of the 261 steps are
plotted. The steps do not necessarily consist of identical tasks, thus the curves are not smooth.
Multiple tests were required to complete each build because the underwater depth at which the
test subjects worked imposed a time limit that was shorter than the predicted build time. Only
one test was allowed per day, and the number of available tests days was limited. Factors which
shortened or canceled some tests were electrical storms in the vicinity, life support system
malfunctions, and test hardware malfunctions. Where possible, life support and hardware
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malfunctions were corrected during the first five tests comprising Build 1. Build 1 was
terminatedearlyto conservetestdaysfor Builds2 and3.

Becauseof the limited availabletrainingandtesttime, thesamepair of testsubjects(the
authorsof thepresentpaper)wereusedfor all butonetest. Furthermore,toreducethenumberof
taskswhich theyneededto learnand,thus,acceleratetheir learningtimes,the test subjectsdid
not interchangepositions.Theonly exceptionto thisprocedurewasmadeduring test3 of Build
1 whena highly EVA-experiencedastronautservedasthereclined test subject. Although the
astronauthad very little training time to learnto the assemblyprocedureand developoptimal
techniques,hehadno troublemanipulatingthetrusscomponentsor operatingthejoint hardware.
Furthermore,his participation in the testsprovidedthe engineerswith manyvaluable insights
which ultimately led to greatlyimprovedassemblytimes. It is importantto realizethat learning
theassemblyprocedureinvolvesnotonly learningtheproperorderof assemblytasks,but also
learningthemostefficient bodypositionandtechniqueto usein executingeachtask. Although,
the order of tasks was easily memorizedbefore neutral buoyancy testing began,efficient
techniquesandbodypositionscouldonly belearnedduringneutralbuoyancytesting.

Due to experiencein previousEVA trussassemblytests,the engineerand astronauttest
subjectsall agreedthat during truss assemblythe reclined test subject shouldmakeall strut
attachmentsat a given nodefrom a single foot restraintposition. This guidelineincreasesthe
rateat which assemblytaskscanbecompletedbecauseit eliminatesfoot restraintrepositioning
time. However,by maintaininga fixed foot restraintpositionat a given node,many strut-to-
nodeattachmentsmust bemadein locationsor at orientationswhich precludethe reclinedtest
subjectfrom applyinga firm palmgrip to thejoint lockingcollar. Consequently,during tests1,
2 and3of Build 1theengineerandastronauttestsubjectsexperimentedwith suchfactorsasthe
mostbeneficialheightof thetestarticle abovethefoot restraints,thebestangularorientationof
the reclined test subject, and the optimum body positions and assembly techniques for
constructing the test article. Thus during the first three tests the reclined test subject was
attemptingto find theoptimum(leastfatiguing)positionsaffordableduring nearlyeverystepof
theassemblyprocedure.Eventhoughtheseextraneouspositioningmotionswerereducedduring
tests4 and 5, theyare the major contributor to the excessive(more than twice theprediction)
time takento assemblethetestarticle duringBuild 1. Build 2, which wasaccomplishedduring
tests6 and7, is amarkedimprovementoverBuild 1. However,during theearly part of test6,
the reclined test subject was still refining his techniques,thus, test times are longer than
predicted. For Build 3 (tests8 and9), the testsubjectsandcontrol consoleengineerwerewell
trainedandconfidentof their prescribedtasks.Theresultscorroboratethepredictedtime shown
by theunbrokenline in figure 9.

Most of theimprovementexhibitedin thedatacanbeattributedto learningby thereclined
testsubjectwho makesall of thestructuralconnectionsassociatedwith thetrussassembly.The
othertestsubject,althoughconstantlyremovingstrutsandnodesfrom stowageandpassingthem
to thereclinedtestsubject,hasnodifficult handor bodypositionsto learn,thushis tasksusually
donot impacttheassemblytime. It is recognizedthattheability of thehydrauliccontrol station
operatorto quickly positionthetestsubjectsandtrussalsoimproveswith experience.Thus,the
samecontrol stationoperatorwasusedfor all testsandthe traininghe receivedduring Build 1
allowedhim to efficiently executeall positioningcommandsaspredictedduringBuilds 2 and3.

A comparison of the Build 3 data with the data from Builds 1 and 2 in figure 9
demonstratesthat adequatetrainingcanbetime-consuming,thus,conclusionsdrawnfrom early
testscanbemisleading. If the testprogramhadbeenhaltedafterthe first five tests,erroneous
conclusionswouldhavebeendrawnthatwouldhaveresultedin unrealisticallyhighestimatesof
the on-orbit assemblytime. Sometimes,EVA time estimatesand hardware compatibility
assessmentsarebasedon "quick-look" tests. Oneproblemwith suchtestsis that theyallow the
astronautsonly a relatively short periodof time to work with the hardware. Therefore,the
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astronautsareforced to makeassessmentsbeforetheyhavehadtheopportunityto becomefully
trained. It is importantfor the EVA plannerandhardwaredesignerto realizethat thereal or
perceivednegativeaspectsof theoperationof apieceof hardwareusuallybecomeobviousto an
EVA subjectmuchquicker thanthepositiveaspectsof its operation. However,experiencehas
shownthat with extendedtraining the test subjectinvariably becomesmore familiar with the
characteristicsof thehardware,andlearnshow to workeffectivelywith it. This learningprocess
manifestsitself in reducedfatigue, increasedproficiency,anda significant improvementin the
perceived"EVA-compatibility" of thehardware.Thusunnecessaryproceduremodificationsand
costlyhardwaremodificationsthatusuallyleadto increasedcomplexitycanbeavoided.

Breakdown of Assembly Task Times

The total time for each build and the predicted time are presented in figure 10 and broken
down into the following five major task groups: 1. strut/node canister replacement (replacement

by scuba divers of an empty canister with a full canister--performed four times), 2. panel
attachment (removal by test subjects of a panel from the panel canister and attachment to three
truss nodes--performed seven times), 3. positioning for panel attachment (reorientations and
translations of test subjects' foot restraints and RMS maneuvering of the panel canister to within

the reach envelope of the test subjects), 4. strut assembly (attachment of struts to nodes by the
reclined test subject), and 5. positioning for strut attachment (translation of test subjects' foot
restraints and translation and rotation of assembly fixture turnstile). Although Build 1 was
terminated after the assembly of only 277 struts, the assembly time has been extrapolated in

figure 10 to estimate the strut assembly and positioning times for the 315 struts of the complete
truss. Also, the positioning and assembly times for seven reflector panels presented in figure 10
were extrapolated to estimate the panel positioning and assembly times for a complete, 37-panel
reflector, and the data is presented in figure 11.

A comparison of the Build 3 strut assembly time with the predicted time in figure 10 shows
excellent agreement, and comparison with the data from Builds 1 and 2 shows that significant
improvement can be realized with thorough training. The positioning time for strut assembly
was between 41 and 45% of the total truss assembly time for all builds and this compares with

42% from the predicted time. This indicates that as the reclined test subject learned optimum

body positions and techniques for truss assembly, foot restraint positioning and strut attachment
times decreased at about the same rate. Although, not as dramatic, some improvement can also
be seen in both the time required to maneuver into position for panel attachment and the time to

attach the panels. The panel attachment task times from Build 3, figure 10, appear to be in good
agreement with predictions. However, since only seven panels were attached, the discrepancies
are not obvious in the scale shown. The panel attachment task in Build 3, for example, actually
took about 37% longer than predicted while panel positioning took 12.5% longer. The

discrepancies are more discernible in figure 11 where the task times are extrapolated to a
complete 37-panel reflector. The panel attachment task time predictions, however, were based
on little historical data, thus it is not surprising that discrepancies exist. Usually, before each

panel was attached, the test subjects were idle while positioning operations involving
maneuvering of the panel canister by the RMS operator, and positioning of the test subjects' foot
restraints were carried out. The total amount of time expended on these operations, however,

decreased significantly with each build. The trend indicates how these task times dramatically

improve with training.

Test Subjects' Assessment and Comments

General The multiple tests available to the engineer test subjects afforded them enough

practice time to develop their techniques for execution of the preplanned assembly procedure
during the latter tests. In general, these two subjects found that the assembly procedure could be
executed as planned and within predicted times during the Build 3 tests. The division of tasks



wasfoundto beveryefficient with essentiallyno idle time (otherthanduringRMS maneuvering
of the panelcanisters)for eithertest subject. The upright testsubjecthad nodifficulty seeing,
reaching,unstowing,or passingthehardwarecomponents,andbothtestsubjectsfound theorder
of stepsin theassemblyproceduresimpleto learn. Thereclinedsubjectfelt thathavingtheother
subjectunstowandpassthestrutsandnodesto him conservedhisenergyandwasalsobeneficial
in allowinghim to concentratesolelyonmakingthestructuralconnections.Bothsubjectsagreed
that forcing every piece of hardwareto be handled by each of them reduces the risk of
assemblingcomponentsoutof orderor in thewronglocation.

The handlesprovidedon the backsideof thepanelsenabledthetest subjectsto useonly
onehandto maneuverthepanelsonto theguideslocatedon thetrussnodes. Thespring-loaded
capturefeatureof thepanel-to-trussattachmentjoints provideda quick andeasilymadeinterim
connectionto thetruss. Often,asthetestsubjectsalignedtwo cornersof thepanelanddrewthe
panelin along thecaptureguides,all threecornerswouldcapturesimultaneously.The locking
handleswereeasily rotatedto the lockedposition to effect thefinal structuralconnection. In
general, the panelswere attachedquickly with few difficulties encountered. The moderate
physicalexertionrequiredwasjudgedby thetestsubjectsto result,primarily, from overcoming
thewaterresistanceof thepanels.Therewereonly two significantsourcesof time delaysduring
panelattachmentoperations. One was the slow translationalrate of the RMS causedby the
waterresistanceduringpositioningof thepanelcanister.Theotherwasa restrictionon thetest
subjects'vertical translationrate,imposedby underwaterdiving rulesfor safetyreasons.The
panelattachmentprocedurerequiredonetestsubjectto exit his foot restraintsandascendto lock
thethird panelcornerto anodeandthendescendbackto thefoot restraints.Although thiswasa
simpletaskto execute,thespeedof theascentanddescentwererestrictedby thetestconductor
to eliminatepressurespikesin thetestsubject'spressuresuit.

Althoughall tasksrequiredof thecontrol consoleoperatorandthe upright testsubjectare
asimportant to theefficiency of the assemblyprocedureasthoserequiredof thereclined test
subject,their tasksweresimplerand lessphysicallydemandingthan thoseof thereclined test
subject. Therefore,therateof improvementin assemblytimeswasprimarily a function of the
rateat which thereclinedtestsubjectlearnedhis tasks.As statedpreviously,thesameengineer
servedasthereclinedtest subjectfor all testsexcepttest3, andanastronautparticipatedasthe
reclinedtestsubjectduring test3. Thefollowing commentsreflect the viewsof thesetwo test
subjects:

Astronaut test subject. 1. Vernier positioning of the foot restraints and the truss is time

consuming and should be avoided. Following coarse positioning, the test subject should use the
flexibility of his body to make the necessary fine adjustments for strut attachment.

2. The dexterity of the astronaut is improved and the onset of fatigue delayed with a tight
fitting space suit (extravehicular mobility unit (EMU)). Experience both on orbit and in neutral
buoyancy has proven that the hard upper torso (HUT) and the gloves should be very close fitting,
and that the arm length should be adjusted to keep the finger tips touching the glove finger tips.

3. If the test subject is allowed to work in front of the reflective surface, more fore and aft
travel of the foot restraints might be beneficial. Working upright in neutral buoyancy tests is

probably the preferred orientation, and working in front of, as well as behind the truss probably
affords a less obstructed work site.

4. The node spacing of the test article truss (approximately two meters) provides adequate
room for the astronaut in a free-floating mode to maneuver through the truss if necessary.

5. Using both test subjects to assemble the truss components might be more productive.
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6. Strutalignmentis easy. The preferableorientationof thereceptaclesattachedto the
nodes(nodeports)is with theentry sidefacing awayfrom thetest subject.This makesit easier
to placethestrutendinto thereceptacleandpull intoplacewith thethumbandforefinger.

7. Thelocking collar, in manyinstances,is hardto graspwith thefull handbecauseother
strutsenteringthejoint arein the way, thusthefinger tipshaveto beusedto lock thejoint. A
longerlockingcollar wouldbeeasierto graspandshouldbenefitthissituation.

8. Assemblinga full ring of trussbeforeattachingafull ring of panelsmaybe beneficial
andshouldbeconsidered.

Engineer test subject. 1. A significant amount of time is spent requesting and waiting for
accurate foot restraint positioning. Much time can be saved if the reclined test subject allows

foot restraint positioning errors of +30-60 cm and compensates for these errors by swinging his
upper body into final position using leg and lower torso muscles. This approach significantly
improves assembly times while adding only slightly to the fatigue level.

2. The strut-to-node capture feature allows single-handed alignment and capture of the
struts. This attribute extends his functional reach envelop, and enables him to make connections
which would otherwise be extremely difficult or impossible without repositioning the foot
restraints. However, the least fatiguing and most time-efficient alignment and capture technique
requires both hands with the thumb and forefinger of one hand applying a light closing force to
the joint halves while the other hand effects final strut alignment with a very light grip. If there
is inadequate reach for the test subject to pinch the joint halves with thumb and forefinger, a
single thumb or finger tip pressing against the strut-end joint can be nearly as effective for
capturing the joint halves. Although aligning and capturing a strut with one hand is possible, it is
usually more fatiguing and time-consuming than the two-handed techniques and should only be
used when reach restrictions dictate.

3. The locking collars were often inadvertently knocked out of the capture position during
manipulation of the strut. A better and more positive detent should be designed to avoid this
problem.

4. Difficult structural connections, which are the most significant source of test subject
fatigue, are often encountered when many struts are being connected to a single node. In such
instances, the struts physically interfere with the test subject's hand so that a firm palm grip
cannot be used to rotate the locking collar. Thus, the locking collars had to be rotated with two
and sometimes only one finger. Nevertheless, with sufficient training and practice, the test

subject can become efficient at making all strut-to-node connections required in the assembly
procedure. Extending the length of the locking collars would probably enable the test subject to
lock the joint farther away from the node where there is more room for his hand.

Conclusions

A procedure that enables astronauts in EVA to perform efficient on-orbit assembly of
large, precision, primary reflectors is presented. The procedure and associated hardware are
verified in simulated 0g (neutral buoyancy) assembly tests of a 14 m diameter reflector mockup.
The test article is a doubly-curved tetrahedral truss consisting of 315 struts (107 different
lengths) and 84 unique nodes, supporting a reflective surface. The complete reflective surface
would consist of 37 closely-spaced, near hexagonal-shaped segments called panels. However,
only seven panels were fabricated for use in these tests.
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Nine testswere performedto build the test article three times. Engineer test subjects
performedall but the third test. To streamlinethe learningprocess,the test subjectsdid not
interchangepositions.During thethird testanastronautservedasthetestsubjectwhoperformed
all thestructuralconnections.Thefollowingconclusionscanbedrawnform thesetests:

1. Relatively simple mechanicalcrew aids and properly designedstructural hardware
reducesthe EVA crew members'work load to an acceptablelevel andenablesa reliable and
rapid method for on-orbit assemblyof precision reflectors which takes advantageof the
dexterity,adaptability,andflexibility availableonly with humaninvolvement. Furthermore,the
designof mechanicalcrew aids requiresno new, high-risk, technologydevelopment. Thus,
mechanically-assistedEVA operationsarenot only efficient, butalsotechnicallylessrisky than
automatedoperations.

2. The precisionreflectorassemblyprocedureis built arounda few basicstepswhich are
performedin sequence.Thesequenceis repetitiveand,thus,is quickly learned.Thenumbering
systemusedon thetrusscomponentsclearlydefinestheir uniquelocationsin thetestarticle,thus
written instructionsor verbalpromptingis notrequired.

3. Learningtheassemblyprocedureinvolvesnotonly learningtheassemblysequence,but
alsolearningthemostefficient bodypositionandtechniqueto usein executingeachtaskin the
sequence.Although, the assembly sequence was easily memorized without neutral buoyancy
training, efficient techniques and body positions could only be learned during neutral buoyancy
testing.

4. The excellent agreement exhibited between the predicted assembly time and the test
assembly time from Build 3, performed after the test subjects were well-trained, demonstrates
that the assembly procedure is EVA compatible and task times can be reliably predicted.

5. "['he significant drop in assembly times and test subject fatigue from Build 1 to Build 3
and the corresponding improvement in perceived EVA-compatibility of the hardware
demonstrates the importance of requiring adequate training for EVA test subjects before
conducting procedure and hardware evaluations.

6. Although the strut-to-node connections were made in the predicted time, awkward hand
positions were sometimes required to rotate the locking collars to complete the structural
connections. It is a consensus of the test subjects that the length of the locking collars should be
extended so that they may be more easily grasped without interference from surrounding
structure.

7. The strut-to-node capture feature is convenient for making all attachments and
indispensable in allowing the test subjects to use one hand to attach struts in hard-to-reach
locations. However, the locking collar detent was inadequate for maintaining the capture
position and should be modified or redesigned.

8. The spring-loaded capture feature of the panel-to-truss attachment joints provided a
quick and easily made interim connection to the truss. Often, as the test subjects aligned two
corners of the panel and drew the panel in along the capture guides, all three corners would
capture simultaneously. The locking handles were easily rotated to the locked position to effect
the final structural connection. In general, the panels were attached quickly with few difficulties
encountered.
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Primary reflector

precision support
truss

Primary reflector surface
(composed of panel segments)

Sub-reflector

Feed support structure

Figure 1. Precision reflector used as the primary reflector for
an offset-feed scanning microwave radiometer spacecraft.

MSFC NBS -_ \Test article: 14meterwater tank _ . _.._,,,.,=::= truss with 7 reflector panels

I Node turntable- __ RM_/7112119 m

Strutnode canister -/ _,__.__Z// \\ J I

_ _ Trolley '--Track

l--- 22.86 m Dia. _l

Figure 2. Sketch of the test article attached to the assembly fixture installed in the
Neutral Buoyancy Simulator water tank.
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Lockingcollar Strut-halfjoint

(b) Typicalstrut

(a)Truss

(c) Typical nodein convex surface of truss

Figure 3.- Test article truss hardware.
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(d) Typical node m concave surface of truss
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EVA

(a) Top view.

EVA handle

(b) Convex side of panel.

(c) Side view

Figure 4.- Seven mockup reflector panels attached to a segment of the test article truss.
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Moves fore and aft along Transverse Track

a) Photograph of test hardware. b) Schematic of components.

Figure 5.-Assembly fixture and mobile foot restraints.

Figure 6.- Remote Control Station.
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(a) Begin assembly.

v I i i i i

(c) Reorient foot restraints. Using RMS, move
panel canister within reach of astronauts.
Astronauts attach center panel (not done in

present tests).

(b) Assemble center section of truss (21 struts,
6 nodes). Rotate turnstile in 120°increments.

P
_R

(d) Move turnstile up or down; move foot re-
straints and strut/node canister as a unit left,

right, fore, or aft to position astronauts for
assembly of row of struts and nodes.

(e) Reorient foot restraints for attachment
of panels.

Pan!l canister

(f) Using RMS, move panel canister within
reach of astronauts. Astronauts attach

row of panels to truss nodes.

f

I i i • •

(g) Reorient foot restraints. Rotate turnstile 120 °
Assemble row of struts, nodes, and panels to side
of truss. (All panels not attached in present tests.)

i n I ii i

(h) Following each 120 ° rotation, assemble a row
of struts, nodes and panels to outer edge of truss
until structure is complete.

Fig. 7.-General assembly procedure.
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(a) Side view

(b) Front view

Figure 8.- Completed reflector.
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Fig. 9.-Time history for EVA assembly of test article.
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Figure 10.-Breakdown of task times for
assembly of test article (7 panels).
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Figure 11 .-Breakdown of task times projected
for assembly of reflector with 37 panels.
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